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Advancing eClosing Knowledge:
IDS Speaks to Credit Unions

R

ecently, IDS Director of eClosing
Services Clint Salisbury was invited to
speak at the South East Credit Union Real
Estate Network (SECUREN) Workshop
in Knoxville Tennessee. This speaking
opportunity came through an invitation
from IDS client 7 Mortgage, a credit union
service organization.
In his newly appointed role, Salisbury
presented information regarding
the advancement of eMortgage and
supporting technologies.
"The presentation went very well," said
Salisbury. "As I gain more experience and
information, I enjoy sharing useful insights
into the eClosing process with our clients
and the industry as a whole."
Bringing in experts on the topic of
eMortgage adoption allows SECUREN

to advance knowledge in the industry
and support the lenders they work with
throughout their transition into digital
document services.
"IDS has been a great partner for us at 7
Mortgage on our journey to become a full
digital mortgage provider," commented
Wendy Robertson of 7 Mortgage. "I
am very appreciative to Clint of IDS for
sharing his knowledge and expertise with
the Southeast Credit Union Real Estate
Network (SECUREN) at our most recent
Spring Workshop held in Knoxville."
If you would like to have IDS speak
with your lenders or at your events on
the topics of eClosing or Document
Preparation, please reach out to us at
sales@idsdoc.com.

IDS Receives HousingWire Tech100 Honor,
Fourth Consecutive Year

L

ong recognized in the mortgage
industry for excellent document
preparation and outstanding compliance,
IDS continues to set a high bar for fintech
in the mortgage industry. IDS is once again
on the HousingWire Tech100 list, marking
its eighth time on the list and fourth
consecutive recognition.
“This year’s list of Tech100 honorees
proves once again that innovation
within housing is vital in differentiating
the organizations who will thrive and
those who will be left behind,” said
Clayton Collins, CEO of HW Media. “This
list spotlights the innovators that are
making the housing sector better and
more sustainable by increasing efficiency,
improving user and borrower experiences
and bringing elasticity and improvements
to age-old processes.”
Key to IDS' continued success is its
eClosing advancements, having seen a
367% increase in eClosing document
orders from Q3 to Q4 in 2021. The

number of lenders utilizing Solitude
Solution, IDS' eClosing platform, to close
loans increased by 167% from Q2 to Q4 of
2021 as well.
In addition, IDS customer service has been
recognized nationally for excellence. IDS'
flagship document preparation platform
idsDoc also provides over 2,000 audits
and a number of additional worksheets
and resources to ensure clients receive
compliant, defect-free documents.
"It's an honor to receive recognition
as a leader in mortgage tech," said IDS
General Manager Mark Mackey. "Our
team strives to provide IDS clients both
with compliant documents that meet
the needs of their borrowers and with
an amazing experience generating those
documents. It's a delight to have our hard
work recognized by other leaders in the
industry."
See the press release on idsdoc.com for
more information.

Wolters Kluwer to Acquire IDS, Inc.

O

n March 9, 2022, Wolters Kluwer
Governance, Risk & Compliance
(GRC) announced that it is acquiring
International Document Services, Inc.
(IDS) from The Reynolds and
Reynolds Company.
The acquisition will allow GRC to build on
their already-established presence in the
mortgage industry, adding the prominent
document preparation software idsDoc
to GRC's already robust network of
mortgage fintech providers.
"The combination of IDS and Wolters
Kluwer will serve IDS clients well," said
IDS General Manager Mark Mackey. "As
we continue growing and improving our
document preparation technology, IDS
clients can look forward to the type of
innovations Wolters Kluwer is well known

for providing, informed by many years of
industry knowledge and experience."
IDS was founded in 1986 and is based
in Draper, Utah. It has recently received
the HousingWire Tech100 Honor,
recognizing its advancements in eClosing
technology, as well as outstanding
mortgage document compliance and
award-winning customer support.
Considering mortgage volumes and
pricing of services, Wolters Kluwer
expects a return in investment within
3 to 5 years of the completion of the
acquisition.
For more information, read the official
press release from Wolters Kluwer on
wolterskluwer.com or visit idsdoc.com
for the direct link.
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